various texts that were available both in Arabic and Latin (and in some cases also Hebrew or Greek). The two most important of these were the Qurˀān and Saˁadyah Gaon's (d. 942) translation of the Torah, which had been printed in the Constantinople polyglot (1546). The others were of considerably less importance, though mention should be made of the Genoa polyglot Psalter printed in 1516, the Arabic gospels printed at the Medici press in Rome 1591, and in particular the Arabic text of Avicenna's Canon (al-Qānūn fī al-ṭibb) printed there in 1593. The dictionary thus grew into a virtual depository of information of such different varieties of Arabic as the language of the Qurˀān, the Classical Arabic of Ibn Sīna and Saˁadyah Gaon, and the Andalusian Arabic of Pedro de Alcalá. More consistently documented, it could even have become a historical dictionary of sorts, particularly if Raphelengius' intention to include quotations illustrating the usage of the words had been carried through in the published edition. The project of producing a dictionary with these characteristics nevertheless proved overwhelming, and though Raphelengius had begun his work on it already in the early 1570s, he had not brought it to an end when he died almost thirty years later. Scaliger does not seem to have been very keen on taking over were he had left off, and the dictionary, like Scaliger's own, was therefore probably on the verge of passing into oblivion when Frans and Joost decided to make it one of the last texts to be printed with their father's Arabic type.
When Erpenius in 1612 returned to Leiden from a long journey which had brought him to England and France, where he had studied Arabic, and then to Venice, where he had studied Turkish and collected oriental manuscripts, the dictionary was already in the press. Time was running out, but Frans and Joost, aware that their father's dictionary in reality was not quite ready for publication, wanted to have him look it over for them before it was put out. The soon-to-be professor of Arabic was well equipped for the task. Unlike Raphelengius, he had a good command of the language, and among the manuscripts he had brought back to Leiden was a copy of al-Qarāḥisārī's Arabic-Turkish dictionary al-ˀAxtarī (1545), which he now could use to correct Raphelengius' text together with two other Arabic-Turkish lexicographical sources.4 The work took Erpenius several months; when he finished, he had produced a body of improvements-or 'observations' , as he called them-which were printed in an appendix to the dictionary running to almost seventy pages.
